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the salon passed through the full-scale model. Art Deco also used the clashing colors and designs of Fauvism, notably in the work of Henri Matisse and André Derain, inspired the designs of art deco  Art Deco - Wikipedia.

Publications: Made in Denmark: Design since 1900. Book · Art Deco Jewelry Designs in Full Color. Exquisite Treasures from the Aga Khan Collection. 24 best Art Deco colors images on Pinterest Poster vintage, Poster. Art Deco, also called style moderne, movement in the decorative arts and architecture that originated in the 1920s and developed into a major style in western. Art Deco Decorative Patterns in Full Color - Google Books Result Interest in Art Deco has not only endured to the present day, but has grown steadily, and the style is now better known and more collected than ever before. 33 best Art deco colors images on Pinterest Art deco art, Art deco. Distinct, elegant and vivid in colour, items from the V&A s fashion collections reveal the relationship between Art Deco design and the clothing and jewellery of.